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HUMAN EXPLORATION  
 VISION AND PURPOSE 
ARTICULATED!
Credit: NASA Website 
REALIZING THE VISION ARTICULATED  
BY NASA LEADERSHIP!
Expanding human presence in space and human Exploration of 
Mars  
q  Faces considerable challenges:  
•  Political, programmatic (budgetary included) and Technical. 
q  Technical Challenges: 
•  Multitude of areas such as Launch, interplanetary travel and the 
danger of space radiation to Astronauts, EDL, survival at the 
surface and safe Return to planet Earth.  
•  One critical area is:   
•  Getting the human travelers safely through the atmosphere 
while slowing the vehicle and landing safely, either on to 
the surface of Mars or Earth. 
The Entry, Descent and Landing (EDL) for Human missions to 
Mars requires new and innovative technologies. 
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ENTRY, DESCENT AND LANDING !
Ø  We have perfected EDL on Earth 
q  Apollo Capsule (1960’s) 
u  Basis for Orion or Multi Purpose Crew Vehicle (MPCV) 
q  Space Shuttle Orbiter (1980’s) 
u Lifting and guided entry 
Ø  U.S. is the only nation that has successfully landed on Mars  
q  Multiple times 
q  Currently exploring the surface of Mars – the only nation 
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Credit: DPLR Video on YouTube 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3_gnLGLnTE4 
MSL TIME-LINE!
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kg lbs
Launch 531,000  1.17 million
EDL  2,401 5,293
Rover 899 1,982
Credit: JPL/NASA 
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HUMAN MISSION TO MARS!
Two big challenges:  Getting there and coming back, safely. 
 
Ø  Getting to the surface of Mars safely and with precision 
q  Humans are fragile – EDL has to be tailored for human survival 
q  Human missions will require  
u  ~40 mT of landed mass per launch 
u  MSL landed mass of 899 kg required a launch mass of 531,00 kg 
Ø  Getting back to Earth from Mars  
q  Orion derived capsule 
u  Return velocity will be much higher than Lunar return  
u  Thermal protection system for extreme entry 
NASA, specifically NASA Ames, is working on both the challenges 
q  Mars Entry, Descent and Landing concept development 
q  Ablative thermal protection system for earth return  
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HIGH-LEVEL DESIREMENTS!
Ø  Mass efficiency 
q  A mass efficient EDL system for reduced cost and complexity of 
Launch  
Ø  Large drag EDL system 
q  Mars requires large drag surface to slow down 
Ø  Pin-point landing 
q  Precision in GN&C in all phases of EDL  
Ø  Operational Considerations  
q  Aero-capture 
q  Transitions – from Aerocapture to Entry to Descent and Landing 
q  Heat-shield/aeroshell – Retain or Dispose? 
Ø  Risk Posture 
q  Humans as cargo requires robustness 
Ø  Scale-ablity 
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AEROCAPTURE - AN EXTENSION OF EDL MISSION SEGMENT!
13!From:  EDL-SA  NASA TM-2010-216720 
ENTRY PHYSICS!
Ø  Complex and our ability to predict has improved considerably!
q  Computational simulations, ground test facilities, and flight data 
– needed and have played a role in our ability to design!
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Credit: Brett Cruden 
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ADAPTIVE DEPLOYABLE ENTRY AND PLACEMENT 
TECHNOLOGY (ADEPT):  DESIGNED TRANSFORMATIONS!
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ADEPT FOR HUMAN MARS MISSIONS!
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CARBON FABRIC TESTING AT VENUS RELEVANT CONDITIONS!
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2m GROUND TEST ARTICLE DESIGN, BUILD AND TESTING !
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Rigid nose cap 
4  Layer carbon fabric 
(painted for photogrammetry) 
23 m (HUMAN MARS) -  6m VENUS TO  -  SUB 1m NANO-ADEPT!
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3D woven carbon fabric sized for mission 
Ribs tension fabric with pockets at tips (like an umbrella) 
Struts 
Stitched and resin-infused seams 
Shoulder stitching treatments 
Payload area (2U shown for example) 
Two phase spring-deployment system  
(1- high displacement, 2- high tension) 
Avionics unit (IMU, GPS, solid memory, power) 
Other mission-specific hardware 
not shown: antennae, parachute 
Conformal TPS Nosecap 

Each test campaign provides system knowledge in more than one system 
attribute, and many system attributes are explored by more than one test. 
1m ADEPT Technology 
Maturation Approach 
FY15-16 
Ejection from 
primary spacecraft 
Deployment 
Pre-Entry 
orientation 
Peak heat rate 
Thermo-structural 
loads 
FSI 
Landing loads 
Aero stability 
Shear pressure 
Component 
Structural Loads 
Shape 
Knowledge 
Gore Deflection 
(Static FSI) 
Fabric edge 
buzz/flutter 
(Dynamic FSI) 
Flight-like design 
Deployment 
reliability 
Interface with 
primary payload 
Achievable 
fabric pre-tension 
Tip-off rates 
Tech Maturation for 
Mission Infusion 
Tension 
maintenance 
under load 
Fabric system 
7x10 Wind-tunnel  
Aeroloads test 
(FY15) 
Deployment 
Prototype 
Demonstration 
(FY15) 
Sounding Rocket 
Flight Test 
SPRITE C System 
level Arc-jet 
testing 
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VIDEO HIGHLIGHTS FROM 7X10 TEST 
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SPRITE-C Pathfinder Test Article #2 
C-PICA Nose, 6 Layer, Phenolic Resin joint  
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SPRITE-C Pathfinder Test Article #2 
Test Video (1st Pulse 40s duration) 
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SPRITE-C Pathfinder Post-Test Image 
Dual heat pulse – 7.5 kJ/cm2 total stagnation point heat load	
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SOUNDING ROCKET FLIGHT TEST (CY’15)!
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Deployment 
(Prototype with carbon fabric skirt – Slo-mo)	

SUMMARY REMARKS!
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Ø  Mars has been and continues to be both an exciting and a 
challenging place to explore 
q  We have reached the limit of EDL technology with MSL 
q  Landing large payloads and human at Mars is a grand challenge 
u Combination of innovation and new technologies needed 
Ø  Mechanically deployable entry system, ADEPT, is a game 
changing concept that has the potential 
q  Within 5 years, retrieving small-satellites from around earth 
orbit and send small payload to Mars and Venus.   
q  Within a decade, enable cost effective, in-situ missions to 
robotic science exploration 
q  In the longer term, the concept and the robotic experiences at 
earth, Venus and Mars can enable Human Mars missions   
WHAT’S MARY POPPINS GOT TO DO WITH  
HUMAN MARS MISSION? !
Frosty white water-ice clouds and 
swirling orange dust storms above 
a vivid rusty landscape reveal Mars 
as a dynamic planet 
 
Credit: NASA and Hubble Heritage Team 
(STScI/AURA) 
Screenshot of Julie Andrews from the trailer for the film 
w:en:Mary Poppins (film) from: 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mary_Poppins#mediaviewer/
File:Mary_Poppins13.jpg 
 
Thank you very much for your time and attention!
!
!
Ready to answer questions.!
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